
SpEnt Quiz 

Final 



Format 

40 Questions on the bounce/ pounce. 

Each round- 8 questions. 

One incorrect pounce per round of 8. 

8 special rounds. 

+10 on the bounce 

+15/ -10 on pounce 



SVC- Short Visual Connect 

10 slides/ 30 points 

Finite, exhaustive 



+30/ -15 



+27/ -13.5 



+24/ -12 



+21/ -10.5 



+18/ -9 



+15/ -7.5 



+12/ -6 



+9/ -4.5 



+6/ -3 



+3/ -1 



 



ANSWERS 

 



Locations where Episodes of Dewarists 
were filmed 

 



+30/ -15 Kaziranga 



+27/ -13.5 Goa 



+24/ -12 Shillong 



+21/ -10.5 Angadipuram 



+18/ -9 Jaisalmer 



+15/ -7.5 Mysore 



+12/ -6 Samode Palace, Jaipur 



+9/ -4.5 Garden of Five Senses, Delhi 



+6/ -3 Shisha Café, Pune 



+3/ -1 Capitol Theatre, Mumbai 



A – Z #1 

Potential 85 points in the round 

2.5 points per answer. 

20 extra if you get all of A-Z.  



A is a Scottish former footballer and manager, 
who leads the record for most caps and goals for 
Scotland. A replaced B as manager at C; A was a 
legend at C as a player earlier. C is owned by D, 
who also own E, a MLB franchise. E was one of 
the first teams to employ F, which is depicted in 
the movie G starring H.  

H was once married to I, who starred in the 
famous TV show J as K. L and M were also 
characters in J; K and L had on-off relationships 
throughout J.  



N made a special appearance in an episode of K 
titled "The One with L and M's Cousin". N made 
a cameo appearance in the 2009 movie O, 
starring P and Q in the lead.  

R and Q were the leading actors in the 2011 sci-fi 
movie, S. T is owned by R; The anthem for T is 
called U and  was written by V and W; V and W, 
along with X recorded Y, a hit track in S. X is a 
brand-ambassador for Y, who became the first 
team to win the Z. A managed Y to Z.  

 



Answer 

 



A: Kenny Daglish, B: Roy Hodgson, C: Liverpool, 
D: Fenway, E: Boston Red Sox, F: Sabermetrics, 
G: Moneyball, H: Brad Pitt, I- Jennifer Aniston, J- 
Friends, K- Rachel , L: Ross, M- Monica, N- 
Denise Richards, O- Kambaqt Ishq, P- Akshay 
Kumar, Q- Kareena Kapoor, R- Shahrukh Khan, S- 
Ra One, T- Kolkata Knight Riders, U- Korbo Lorbo 
Jeetbo, V- Vishal, W- Shekar, X- Akon, Y- 
Blackburn  Z- Premiership  



Round 1 

 



Question 1 

What are the two arrows pointing to? 



Answer 

 



Long jump world records. 1st arrow is Jesse 
Owens 2nd Bob Beamon . 



Question 2 
When the England cricket team played against Australia at 
Headingley,X walked out to bat with the team. Moments after 
entering the field, he removed his helmet and was immediately 
recognised. 
 
In 2002, X beat Michael Schumacher to the winners' podium at the 
British Grand Prix. 
 
X managed to get onto Centre Court at Wimbledon and play a 
short game before a Tim Henman match. 
 
On 5 April 2003, X and several accomplices invaded the Old 
Trafford pitch prior to Manchester United's game with Liverpool. 
Dressed in full United kit, X and company re-enacted a goal scored 
by Diego Forlán against Liverpool at Anfield earlier that season. 
This stunt saw X banned for life by Manchester United. 
 
X? 



Answer 

 



Karl Power 



Question 3 

Which comic has the characters on the right? 
 
These characters were parodied in another comic. 
Which one? 



Answer 

 



Redbeard, Asterix 



Question 4 

____________ ki Bazi was a short story written 
by X in Urdu, whose Hindi version 
is more famous.  Set in Awadh, the story depicts 
decadent royalty of Central North India. The 
story was adapted into a movie by Y and carried 
the title of the Hindi version of the story. 
 

Story and Y? X? 

 



Answer 

 



Shatranj ke Khiladi, a story by Premchand. The 
movie was made by Satyajit Ray. 



Question 5 

This is the 3D logo of which company?  



Answer 

 



Weta Digital 



Question 6 

This is the Adidas questra ball which was used in 
1994 Fifa World Cup . This featured a special 
decoration.  

What was the decoration and 

why was it ? 



Answer 

 



 Decorated with stars & moon to mark the 25th 
anniversary of the US Landings on the moon. 
1994 WC hosted by USA. 



Question 7 

"I cannot recall beating X more than one ball in a 
row. I remember in Adelaide, in the first innings, 
at one point I decided to have a real go at him 
and bowl a few short deliveries. He was ducking 
them pretty comfortably, and then suddenly he 
played a hook shot." 
 

Who is speaking? X and the occurrence in 
question? 

 



Answer 

 



Jason Gillespie on Rahul Dravid, describing his 
233 at Adelaide in 2003. 



Question 8 

What is this? Put Fundaes. 



Answer 

 



The Love Symbol to which Prince changed his 
name. 



Theme Round 

1 picture, 28 entities, 3 points per 
entity, 20 bonus for all.  



 



Answer 

 



• Back row, left to right: Dwight (The Office), Caprica 6 
(Battlestar Galactica), Dr. House (House), JD (Scrubs), Tobias 
(Arrested Development), Liz Lemon (30 Rock), River 
(Firefly), Jack and Vincent (LOST), The 11th Doctor (Doctor 
Who), Walter (Breaking Bad), Sheriff (Walking Dead). 

• Middle row: Buffy (Buffy the Vampire Slayer), Bill (True 
Blood), Jeff (Community), Quinn or really any other 
cheerleader from (Glee) and honestly could be Claire from 
(Heroes) if you'd prefer, Barney (How I Met Your Mother), 
Don Draper (Mad Men), Dexter (Dexter), Sherlock Holmes 
(Sherlock). 

• Bottom row: Sheldon (Big Bang Theory), Spock (Star 
Trek:TOS), Chuck (Chuck), Sydney Bristow (Alias). 

• Window: TARDIS (Doctor Who), USS Enterprise (Star Trek), 
Galactica (Battlestar Galactica), Serenity (Firefly). 

 



Round 2 

 



Question 9 

This is an early depiction of a law enforcement 
agency in the state of X. This law agency also 
lends its name to which sports team ? 



Answer 

 



The Texas Rangers 



Question 10 



Answer 

 





Question 11 

X attended Walter Reed Junior High School in North 
Hollywood, CA, located in the San Fernando Valley. At the 
end of Blossom, she chose to attend UCLA, although she 
also had been accepted to both Harvard and Yale. She 
stated that she wanted to stay close to her parents and 
did not want to move to the East Coast. She earned 
a bachelor's degree in 2000 in neuroscience, Hebrew, 
and Jewish studies, and went on to the PhD program in 
neuroscience. 
She took a break from studies in 2005 to return to 
acting. X completed her PhD in 2008. Her dissertation was 
an investigation of Prader-Willi syndrome. 
X? 
 



Answer 

 



Amy Farrah Fowler 



Question 12 

Breaking into the thundering rhythm guitar intro to X, Y 
would soon begin to invite the cheering, largely stoned 
crowd to “chant the holy name of the Lord.” Few 
responded. Switching messiahs midstream, he would 
then rocket into the famous _______ chorus and begin 
singing, “Om Christ, Om Christ, Om Christ” over and over, 
adding, “I know a lot of you out there think that’s 
swearing, but it’s not! If we all chant together purely for 
one minute, we’ll blow the roof off this place." 
 

Which Song? 

 



Answer 

 



George Harrison’s My Sweet Lord 



Question 13 

A few months prior to the 1970 FIFA World Cup, Horst 
Dassler sealed an agreement with representatives from Z, 
which was dubbed "The X pact". This agreement dictated 
that X would be out of bounds for both Y and Z. However, 
X received $120,000 to wear the Formstripes and agreed 
to promote Z. At the opening whistle of a 1970 World Cup 
finals match, X stopped the referee with a last-second 
request to tie his shoelaces before kneeling down to give 
millions of television viewers a close-up of his shoes. This 
outraged Horst, and future peace agreements between Y 
and Z were called off. 
 
X? Y and Z? 
 



Answer 

 



X- Pele 

Y- Adidas 

Z- Puma 



Question 14 

The America’s Cup of yachting is held at a venue 
in the country of the club sponsoring the 
defending champion yacht. In 2010 the event 
was held in Valencia, Spain. The defending 
champions Alinghi were not from Spain. So why 
did this departure from tradition occur? 



Answer 

 



The defending champion is Switzerland, which is 
a landlocked country. 

 



Question 15 

X were accidentally discovered by Y in an effort to cure a 
dying prince of the sultan he worked for. Y dug a pit where 
he discovered the restorative chemical pools that he dubbed 
X for their abilities to heal those at death's door. After using 
the pit to save the life of the prince, a side effect of the pit's 
restorative abilities revealed itself as the prince went mad 
and killed Y's wife, Sora. Blamed for his wife's murder, Y was 
left to die, buried in the desert, but was soon rescued by his 
own tribe and a boy named Huwe. Afterward, he used the 
tribe to gain vengeance for what happened to him and 
proceeded to call himself the "Head of the Demon", which is 
a direct translation (from Arabic) of Y. 
 
X? Y? 
 



Answer 

 



X - Lazarus Pits 

Y - Ra's al Ghul 

 



Question 16 

X started as a porter in Mumbai's Victoria Terminus 
Station in the 1960s. His emergence in the 
underworld was largely 
through bootlegging and matka operations. Later, 
he diversified into contract killings, smuggling and 
dock thefts. He ruled the underworld well in to the 
1980s. In the 1980s, he almost ran a 
parallel judiciary system, dispensing justice within 
his community. X came into light after the reign 
of Karim Lala. X? 



Answer 

 



Varadaraja Mudaliar, on whom Nayagan is 
based. 



Theme Round 

1 picture, 6 crests. 

5 points for each, 10 bonus for all. 



 



Answer 

 



• Clockwise from top left-  

• Aston Villa 

• Blackburn 

• Everton 

• Sunderland 

• Man City 

• Liverpool 



Round 3 

 



Question 17 

X is a British musician born in the city of Madras. 
After moving from India to Liverpool in 1945, X's 
mother, Mona, started The Casbah Coffee Club in 
the cellar of the Xs' house in Liverpool, which 
became very popular—the membership list grew to 
over a thousand—and was where Z played some of 
their first concerts. X played there with his first 
band, The Black Jacks, and later with Z. 

ID X. No points for Z 

 



Answer 

 



Pete Best, original drummer of The Beatles 

 



Question 18 

Barbie doll inspired by X's appearance in 
Y, one of X's best recognized music videos. In 
the intro of this video, X just finishes a 
performance onstage. She walks backstage, 
and the scene is intercut with more vivid, 
colorful images of her. The song then 
explodes into its beginning, with myriad 
locations and various outfits by X, as dancers 
trying to impress her as she dances. Towards 
the end of the song she manhandles a man, 
who has a mixture of a look of shock and 
surprise asking him "Don't you wanna dance 
say you wanna dance".  
X? Y? 
 



Answer 

 



X - Whitney Houston 

Y - I wanna Dance with Somebody 

 



Question 19 

 ______: Radius 23 feet 9 inches (7.24 m), no less than 3 feet (0.91 m) 
from edge 
 ______: Radius 20 feet 6.25 inches (6.2548 m), no less than 4 feet 
6 inches (1.37 m) from edge 
 ______: Radius 6.75 meters (22.1 ft), no less than 0.9 meters (3.0 ft) 
from edge. 
 ______: Radius 20 feet 9 inches (6.32 m), no less than 4 feet 3 inches 
(1.30 m) from edge 
High School: Radius 19 feet 9 inches (6.02 m). 
 
 
This was first imposed in 1984, before which it didn't exist at all. 
What? 



Answer 

 



 

The 3-point line in basketball. NBA, WNBA, FIBA, 
NCAA. 

 
 

 



Question 20 

Rameez Raja, Pakistan vs England Lahore, 
November 1987 
 
Mohinder Amarnath, India vs Sri Lanka Ahmedabad 
October 1989 
 
____________, Pakistan vs India, Peshawar, 6 
February 2006 
 
Only instances of? Fill in the blank. 
 



Answer 



Given out due to Obstructing the field in ODI’s 

 

Inzamam ul Haq is the blank 

 



Question 21 

 



This is the stadium of X. It has only 3 stands as 
the 4th stand would encroach into an apartment 
block. As a result, the people in the apartments 
get to watch some of the worlds best footballers 
for free in the comfort of their homes.  

X? 



Answer 

 



Rayo Vallecano, Madrid 

 



Question 22 

X is an American children's textbook published in 1993.  

Written by a speech-language pathologist and a learning disabilities educator, X is a 
language textbook for elementary and intermediate-level students. Jan Roebken 
created the cover and additional interior illustrations. 

The book reprints fifty-seven Y, organized into five lesson units. Each unit begins with 
a series of comic strips that form a story. The five units are: 

"The Binoculars" 

"The Find" 

"The Christmas Story" 

"The Bug Collection" 

"The Report" 

In each unit, questions for comprehension and discussion follow the comic strips. 

This is a rare piece of officially licensed Y merchandise owing to Z's principled refusal 
to license his comic strip for merchandise in general. 

X, Y, Z? 



Answer 



 
 

Answer: 

X - Teaching with Calvin and Hobbes 

Y - Calvin and Hobbes 

Z -  Bill Watterson 

 

 



Question 23 

What is the title of the book? 
 

 



Answer 

 



Answer 

A Clockwork Orange 

 



Question 24 

X1 composed and performed primarily by the Y is the 
soundtrack album from the 1977 film X. In the United 
States, the album was certified 15x Platinum for 
shipments of over 15 million copies. The album 
epitomized the disco phenomenon on both sides of the 
Atlantic and was an international sensation. It was the 
best-selling soundtrack album of all time later surpassed 
by Whitney Houston's soundtrack to The Bodyguard. This 
film is the first example of cross-media marketing, with 
the tie-in soundtrack's single being used to help promote 
the film before its release and the film popularizing the 
entire soundtrack after its release. 



Answer 

 



X - Saturday Night Fever, Y - The Bee Gees 

 

 



Theme Round 
Commentary 

Written, 5 Questions 

10 points each 



1. 

1976, The Oval. West Indies vs. England. 
"The bowler's _________, the batsman's Willie." 
 
A comment made by commentator 'A', who was 
later taken to task by schoolmistress Ms. 
Mainfield, who felt the remark was highly 
inappropriate. 
Blank? A ? 



2. 

"He didn't quite manage to get his leg over...“ 

 
Jonathan Aggers, while commentating with 'A' 
during a 1991 match between England and West 
Indies, while describing something that Ian 
Botham did/ didn't do. 
 
What was he describing? 



3. 

"Lord Nelson! Lord Beaverbrook! Sir Winston 
Churchill! Sir Anthony Eden! Clement Attlee! 
Henry Cooper! Lady Diana! Maggie Thatcher - 
can you hear me, Maggie Thatcher! Your boys 
took one hell of a beating! Your boys took one 
hell of a beating!“ 

 
Said by Bjorge Lillelien on Norwegian TV. 
Context? 



4 

What is the occasion being described? 



5. 

 Name of the occasion? 



ANSWERS 

 



1. 

1976, The Oval. West Indies vs. England. 
"The bowler's _________, the batsman's Willie." 
 
A comment made by commentator 'A', who was 
later taken to task by schoolmistress Ms. 
Mainfield, who felt the remark was highly 
inappropriate. 
Blank? A ? 



Blank- Holding. A- Brian Johnston 

The bowler's holding the batsman's willie. 

 



2. 

"He didn't quite manage to get his leg over...“ 

 
Jonathan Aggers, while commentating with 'A' 
during a 1991 match between England and West 
Indies, while describing something that Ian 
Botham did/ didn't do. 
 
What was he describing? 



Botham's hit-wicket dismissal, when he tried to 
step over the stumps but couldn't. 

The other commentator, again was Brian 
Johnston. 

 



3. 

"Lord Nelson! Lord Beaverbrook! Sir Winston 
Churchill! Sir Anthony Eden! Clement Attlee! 
Henry Cooper! Lady Diana! Maggie Thatcher - 
can you hear me, Maggie Thatcher! Your boys 
took one hell of a beating! Your boys took one 
hell of a beating!“ 

 
Said by Bjorge Lillelien on Norwegian TV. 
Context? 



Norway's upset 2-1 victory over England in the 
football World Cup Qualifiers in Oslo in 1981. 



4 

What is the occasion being described? 



Linford Christie's 100m Olympic gold in 
Barcelona 1992 



5. 

 Name of the occasion? 



 Rumble in the Jungle. Ali vs. Foreman. 



Round 4 

 



Question 25 

X is a balding salaryman, who is sick of it all and 
wants to commit suicide. The objective of the 
game _______ is to enable X to commit suicide. 
As one goes to higher levels, one has to solve 
trickier puzzles to commit suicide. The game 
makes a number of references to corporate 
practices. X? 



Answer 

 



Answer: Karoshi/ Mr Karoshi 

 



Question 26 

X was a famous author and 
renowned _____ expert. X resides 
in Nottinghamshire in England, and divides his 
time between his home and wherever his 
favorite team are playing. His hobbies include 
playing backgammon, vegetarian cookery, and 
collecting vintage broomsticks. 



Answer 

 



Kennilworthy Whisp (Quidditch Through the 
Ages) 

 



Question 27 

XY is a concept album. According to ___(1)___, the 
album is "based on a love story with a happy 
ending", in which two protagonists: X and Y, who 
are living in an oppressive, dystopian urban 
environment, meet one another through a gang 
called "The Lost Boys", and fall in love. Lyrically, the 
album is inspired by "old school American graffiti" 
and "the White Rose Movement." ___(1)___ also 
said that the album was influenced by HBO TV 
series The Wire. 

 



Answer 

 



Coldplay's Mylo Xyloto 



Question 28 

In October 2009 , Callum Campbell , a 16-year old teenager , became 
'famous' overnight for doing something ( X ) which ultimately led to Y. 
Following are a few of his quotes after the incident. 
 
“It was me. I’m the one who did it. I’m the one caught on camera. I’m 
so, so sorry. This is my worst, worst nightmare." 
 
“When I got home I went into the garden and threw up. I was 
physically sick – and that’s before the death threats started appearing 
on the internet the next day.” 
 
“I watched it over and over again, and I still can’t work out how it 
happened,” Callum said. 
 
Give me X and Y / Full Fundaes. 



Answer 

 



X - bashed a beach ball on to the pitch in the 
Sunderland vs Liverpool game. 
Y - The (actual) ball deflected off the beach ball 
and landed in the net and Liverpool lost the 
game 1-0 



Question 29 

They range from 14.2 to 16 hands high and 
weigh about 900 to 1100 pounds . They are 
selected very precisely as their speed and 
stamina is tested . Temperament is another 
important factor in selection . They trained for 6 
months to 2 years and are fit by 5 years . What 
am I talking about ? 



Answer 

 



Horses for Polo 



Question 30 

12 pictures – One very specific connect 

Vesper bat 

Eptesicus nilssoni Myotis mystacinus 



Barbastella barbastellus Artibeus 

Tadarida 

Nyctinomops 
macrotis 

Antrozous pallidus 



Nycteridae 

Molossus 

 Corynorhinus Lasiurus 



Answer 

 



Titles of tracks in the soundtrack of Batman 
Begins 

 



Question 31 

This was the first device of its kind. What did it 
do? 



Answer 

 



Electronic line caller for tennis 



Question 32 

Earlier designs of the X ball included the mesh and bramble, which are not 
used any more. The current design is the ________. 
A X ball moving through air experiences two major aerodynamic 
forces, lift and drag. ___________ balls fly farther than non-_______ balls 
due to the combination of two effects: 
First, the ___________ on the surface of a X ball cause the boundary layer on 
the upstream side of the ball to transition from laminar to turbulent. The 
turbulent boundary layer is able to remain attached to the surface of the ball 
much longer than a laminar boundary and so creates a narrower, low 
pressure, wake and hence less pressure drag. The reduction in pressure drag 
causes the ball to travel farther. 
The United States Patent and Trademark Office's patent database is a good 
source of past _______ designs. Most designs are based on Platonic 
solids such as the icosahedron.  
 
X? Blank? 



Answer 

 



Dimples on Golf Balls 

 



Theme Round 

6 pics, Movie posters in Rom-Com 
style 

5 points per pic, 20 bonus for all 















Answers- Cycle 



Round 5 

 



Question 33 

______1________ is a popular song by Jay Livingston and Ray 
Evans. It was first introduced in the Alfred Hitchcock movie, The 
Man who knew too much. It won the 1956 Academy awards for 
Best Original Song. _____1_______ has an alternative title 
_________2________.  
 

In the FA and Carling Cups, a modified version of the song is used 
as a chant for spurring teams forward. The chant goes like 

________1________! ____________2________! We're going to 
Wembley! _______1________.  

 

FITB 



Answer 

 



 

1: Que Sera Sera 

2. Whatever Will Be, Will Be 

 



Question 34 

This is an Indian based company located in 
Mumbai.  

They supplied 92963 pieces of _____ for X in 
2011, in two colours for the two main 
categories. This was after they were associated 
with X in 2009 and 2010 as well.  

What is their main contribution to sports? 



Answer 

 



They supplied towels for Wimbledon 



Question 35 

Boogie Woogie was the first dance show format to hit 
Indian Television. It has been entertaining audiences over 
the past 9 years. Hosted by the popular Film and Television 
personalities Naved and Ravi, the highlight of the show is 
Javed Jaffery who is the permanent celebrity judge. Boogie 
Woogie is the ideal platform to showcase & launch new 
talent across the cross section of people from all 
backgrounds, age groups, genders and cities. It is an iconic 
series, which has attracted celebrities like Esha Deol, Juhi 
Chawla, Rohit Roy, Mallika Sherawat, Govinda, Prabhudeva, 
Shefali Zariwala and Aadesh Srivastava as judges to add 
zeal and enthusiasm to the contest. Who was its South 
Zone champion in 1995? 
 



Answer 

 



Sreesanth 

 



Question 36 

X's mom asked X " Are you sure you want to do this ? " X says " Yes , I'll get one back in 
the next Olympics " . X does go on to win another medal despite all odds . 
 
The Chicago Bulls drafted X in the 1984 NBA Draft as the 208th overall pick, although 
he had played neither high school nor college basketball. X never played in the NBA. 
 
Though he did not play football in college, X was drafted as a wide receiver in the 12th 
round of the 1984 NFL Draft by the Dallas Cowboys. He never played in the NFL. 
 
In 2011 he attempted to run for a seat as a Democrat in the New Jersey Senate, but 
was removed from the ballot due to the state's residency requirement. ( Is this 
required , as it gives his nationality ? )  
 
Identify X and what did he do ? 



Answer 

 



Carl Lewis. Burying his medal in his dad's grave. 

 



Question 37 

The first real motion picture theater was opened 
in McKeesport, Pennsylvania in July 1905. The 
admission fee for it was 5 cents. The theater 
gave its name to a famous TV channel later. 
What was it called? 
 



Answer 

 



Nickelodeon ( A nickel is 5 cents).  

 



Question 38 

1: Jim J Bollock 
2: Double 
3: Turkey 
4: Hambone 
5. Brat 
6. Bratburger 
7: Ham Turkey dinner 
8: Little Big Pete 
9: Gordie Howe 
10: 10 
11: One day from retirement 
12: 300 
 
Put fundaes 



Answer 

 



Consecutive Bowling strikes; 1 strike is called a 
Jim J Bollock.3 consecutive strikes a turkey and 
so on.  

 



Question 39 

Timeline- 2009 

The blue star represents the destination.What 
does the red star represent? Funda? 



 



Answer 

 



Attack on the Sri Lankan Cricket team. The red 
star represents the place where they were 
attacked. Gaddafi Stadium is what has been 
blanked out. 

 

 



Question 40 

Which race? Who is fourth? Why so many 

DNSs? 



POS DRIVER TEAM TIME GRID POI/RET 

1 Michael Schumacher Ferrari 1:29:43.181 5 10.00 

2 Rubens Barrichello Ferrari -00:01.522 7 8.00 

3 Tiago Monteiro Jordan -1 lap 17 6.00 

4 
 

 
Jordan -1 lap 19 5.00 

5 Christijan Albers Minardi -2 laps 18 4.00 

6 Patrick Friesacher Minardi -2 laps 20 3.00 

7 Jarno Trulli Toyota DNS 1 ----- 

8 Kimi Raikkonen McLaren DNS 2 ----- 

9 Jenson Button BAR DNS 3 ----- 

10 Giancarlo Fisichella Renault DNS 4 ----- 

11 Fernando Alonso Renault DNS 6 ----- 

12 Takuma Sato BAR DNS 8 ----- 

13 Mark Webber Williams DNS 9 ----- 

14 Felipe Massa Sauber DNS 10 ----- 

15 Juan Pablo Montoya McLaren DNS 11 ----- 

16 Jacques Villeneuve Sauber DNS 12 ----- 

17 Ricardo Zonta Toyota DNS 13 ----- 

18 Christian Klien Red Bull DNS 14 ----- 

19 Nick Heidfeld Williams DNS 15 ----- 

20 David Coulthard Red Bull DNS 16 ----- 

http://www.4mula1.ro/history/driver/Michael_Schumacher
http://www.4mula1.ro/history/team/Ferrari
http://www.4mula1.ro/history/driver/Rubens_Barrichello
http://www.4mula1.ro/history/driver/Rubens_Barrichello
http://www.4mula1.ro/history/team/Ferrari
http://www.4mula1.ro/history/driver/Tiago_Monteiro
http://www.4mula1.ro/history/team/Jordan
http://www.4mula1.ro/history/team/Jordan
http://www.4mula1.ro/history/driver/Christijan_Albers
http://www.4mula1.ro/history/team/Minardi
http://www.4mula1.ro/history/driver/Patrick_Friesacher
http://www.4mula1.ro/history/team/Minardi
http://www.4mula1.ro/history/driver/Jarno_Trulli
http://www.4mula1.ro/history/team/Toyota
http://www.4mula1.ro/history/driver/Kimi_Raikkonen
http://www.4mula1.ro/history/team/McLaren
http://www.4mula1.ro/history/driver/Jenson_Button
http://www.4mula1.ro/history/team/BAR
http://www.4mula1.ro/history/driver/Giancarlo_Fisichella
http://www.4mula1.ro/history/team/Renault
http://www.4mula1.ro/history/driver/Fernando_Alonso
http://www.4mula1.ro/history/team/Renault
http://www.4mula1.ro/history/driver/Takuma_Sato
http://www.4mula1.ro/history/team/BAR
http://www.4mula1.ro/history/driver/Mark_Webber
http://www.4mula1.ro/history/team/Williams
http://www.4mula1.ro/history/driver/Felipe_Massa
http://www.4mula1.ro/history/team/Sauber
http://www.4mula1.ro/history/driver/Juan_Pablo_Montoya
http://www.4mula1.ro/history/team/McLaren
http://www.4mula1.ro/history/driver/Jacques_Villeneuve
http://www.4mula1.ro/history/team/Sauber
http://www.4mula1.ro/history/driver/Ricardo_Zonta
http://www.4mula1.ro/history/team/Toyota
http://www.4mula1.ro/history/driver/Christian_Klien
http://www.4mula1.ro/history/team/Red_Bull
http://www.4mula1.ro/history/driver/Nick_Heidfeld
http://www.4mula1.ro/history/team/Williams
http://www.4mula1.ro/history/driver/David_Coulthard
http://www.4mula1.ro/history/team/Red_Bull


Answer 

 



Indianapolis F1 2005. Narain Karthikeyan 

finished 4th. 

Only six drivers raced because Michelin, 

whose tires were being used by 7 teams, 

reported safety issues, and the other 14 

drivers pulled out. 

 



A-Z #2 

2.5 per correct answer, 20 bonus for all correct. 



A, B's first movie, was the story of seven brave men who 
tried to liberate Goa from Portuguese occupation. A also 
featured C, a Malayalam actor who many years later 
featured in the Malayalam remake of the film D. 
D was released in 2010 and its cast included E, the son 
of B and F, E's wife. D was directed by G, who shot and 
released D in multiple languages.H played the hero in one 
version and the villain I in the other. I was also the name 
of a song one of the versions of the the movie D. 
E and F married shortly after the movie J, which, 
incidentally, was also directed by G, and chronicled the life 
of K. 
K's son bought L for a whopping $111.9M in 2007. L went 
on to spend $900,000 on M, their highest bid in 2008. M, 
however, didn't have the brightest start and slowly faded 
away; he currently holds a post in Colombo. 



L had a poor first year, which was won by N. N was co-
owned by O, from Bollywood and P (among others), 
whose father Q, an Australian-American media mogul 
owned R, which was recently closed after a public scandal. 
Q also owns S, an Asian service with the branches India, 
Greater China, Select, and International. S has many 
channels, among them a channel meant especially for TV 
shows in English- T. One of the shows on T is hosted by U, 
a director and producer. It is believed that U's homosexual 
tendencies led him to produce the movie V, which stars O, 
E and W as the main roles. U's latest production to hit the 
screens, however, is X, which was released in 2012, its title 
associating with Y, which was supposed to become a major 
phenomenon. The term X is famous for being used by Z in 
a poem. Z shared a close relationship with B, and is 
believed to be responsible for B's acting in A. 
 

 



Answer 

 



 
A- Saat Hindustani, B- Amitabh Bachhan, C- 
Madhu, D- Raavan, E- Abhishek Bachhan, F- 
Aishwarya Rai, G- Maniratnam, H- Vikram, I- 
Beera, J- Guru, K- Dhirubai Ambani, L- Mumbai 
Indians, M- Sanath Jayasuriya, N- Rajasthan 
Royals, O- Shilpa Shetty, P- Lachlan Murdoch, Q- 
Rupert Murdoch, R- News of the World, S- Star 
TV, T- Star World, U- Karan Johar, V- Dostana, W- 
John Abraham, X- Agneepath, Y- India Australia 
Test series, Z- Harivanshrai Bachhan 



MAC (Medium Audio Connect) 

18 audios 

Finite, inexhaustive 



+54/ -27 



+51/ -25.5 



+48/ -24 



+45/ -22.5 



+42/ -21 



+39/ -19.5 



+36/ -18 



+33/ -16.5 



+30/ -15 



+27/ -13.5 



+24/ -12 



+21/ -10.5 



+18/ -9 



+15/ -7.5 



+12/ -6 



+9/ -4.5 



+6/ -3 



+3/ -1 



 



ANSWER 

 



FIFA Video Game Themes 

 



+54/ -27 To Get Down (2003) 



+51/ -25.5 You held the world in your 
arms (2003) 



+48/ -24 Moby (2001) 



+45/ -22.5 Rockefella Skank (1999) 



+42/ -21 Seu Jorje (2007) 



+39/ -19.5 Irish Blood, English Heart 
(2005) 



+36/ -18 We used to be friends (2004) 



+33/ -16.5 Supermassive black hole 
(2007) 



+30/ -15 19/2000 (2002) 



+27/ -13.5 It’s only us (2000) 



+24/ -12 Stop the Rock (2000) 



+21/ -10.5 Dogs- London Bridge (2006) 



+18/ -9 Black and White town (2006) 



+15/ -7.5 Jerk it Out (2004) 



+12/ -6 Young Folks (2008) 



+9/ -4.5 Red Morning Light (2004) 



+6/ -3 Beautiful Goal (2005) 



+3/ -1 Song 2 (1998) 



THE END 

From the coords: 

Thank you Shivamshu, Praveen (FR) 

 

 


